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ASSIST and the Paris Symposium on the
Shroud of Turin

"The Current Status of Pollen Research and Prospects for the
Future"
Paul C. Maloney
Shroud scholars, scientists, and interested others com"The Association of Scientists and Scholars International
prised a large symposium consisting of reports on original
for the Shroud of Turin, Ltd. (ASSIST) has acquired the
entire Max Frei Collection for Shroud Research. This paper
research and recent developments in sindonology held at the
Centre Chaillot-Galliera, Paris, France on September 7-8.
constitutes the first public disclosure about the details of the
ASSIST was represented by four researchers: Dr. Fredernature of this collection and how it may be used for future
ick T. Zugibe, President of ASSIST; Mr. Paul C. Maloney,
research on the Shroud. The collection itself is a statement
Vice-President of ASSIST; Dr. Jeanette Cardamone, (textile
about the manner in which Dr. Frei approached his subject of
chemist) ASSIST Investigations Group; and Dr. Alan D.
enquiry and the caution he exercised during his study.
Whanger (polaroid overlay specialist), ASSIST InvestigaWe will deal with the state of pollen research following
tions Group, who presented a photo-display of floral patterns
the passing of Dr. Frei. A number of specialists in palynolhe believes are inherent in the Shroud cloth. Each presented
ogy and botany have examined his work and their prelimiresults of scientific study related to the understanding of the
nary assessment will be incorporated here. Dr. Frei's methShroud of Turin.
odology and heretofore unpublished information about the
The abstracts of the research papers presented by these re- material he had collected from the Shroud, from the field,
searchers are provided here for the readers of ''The ASSIST
and during laboratory work will be included. We will
Newsletter." The ASSIST Newsletter will publish Mr.
demonstrate from the data on the tapes Dr. Frei took in 1978
Maloney's paper presented at the Paris Symposium in its
why he was able to obtain so many pollen and how the
entirety in Issue No. 3 of "The ASSIST Newsletter."
nature of his data differs substantially from that obtained by
other methods of sample removal. We will also emphasize
"Pierre Barbet Revisited"
the importance of using the data from all methods of sample
Frederick T. Zugibe, M.D., Ph.D.
removal to fill out the picture of the nature of particulate
"One of the most widely quoted individuals in Shroud
distribution on the Shroud.
research is Dr. Pierre Barbel, the French surgeon of A Doctor
New, unpublished evidence from the Shroud capable of a
At Calvary fame. This is not surprising since he introduced
number of interpretations may suggest the possibility that the
scientific experimentation into the study of crucifixion to
Shroud might have been in an Eastern (Byzantine?) setting
better understand the Shroud and thus we have great respect
and offers support to Ian Wilson's "folded-in-four" hypothefor his work.
sis. Although not constituting proof, it is made public here
But following his studies there has been a paucity of
for the first time to allow other scholars access to it.
scientific studies regarding the medical aspects of Shroud
Since ASSIST has access to an important resource for
research and the failure of valid experimental studies that
research on the Shroud, what are the prospects for the future?
might challenge the validity of his studies.
Using a new analytical technique on these tapes has revealed
Barbet's studies centered around three major hypotheses:
many more pollen grains than even Dr. Frei knew were
1. The Man of the Shroud was nailed through an area of the
available. Their study will offer new information about
wrist called Destot's Space and not through the palm of the
statistics, the identification of new pollen types, a method for
the evaluation of the older published material, redefine the
hand. We will examine this and other possibilities.
2. The missing thumb
work as a botanical enwas due to injury to the
terprise rather than only
median nerve by passage
a palynological one, plus
Jn This Issue:
Vol. I. No. 2
of the nail. We shall
raise suggestions for the
examine evidence for the
future direction of work
A Request for New Tests on the Turin Shroud ..................P. 3
missing thumb behind the
on the Shroud itself. We
first finger.
will also provide details
Shroud's Image & Numismatics in Byzantine Culture ..... _p. 5
3. The Man of the Shroud
about the material
died of asphyxiation. We
available on the tapes
The Paris Symposium on the Shroud of Turin, Part I ........P. 9
will present the case for
which will have implicadeath by hypovolemic and
tions for research in
traumatic shock."
fields other than sindonic
"Promoting the Sciemific Swcly <>f the Turin Shroud"
botany."
Continued on next page
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Statement of oolicy for "The ASSIST Newsletter"
"The ASSIST Newsletter," a publication of the Association of Scientists and Scholars International for the
Shroud of Turin, Ltd., seeks to disseminate news, scholarly articles, and reviews representing varied viewpoints regarding recent scientific study of the Shroud of Turin.
ASSIST, as an organization, currently takes the position that no conclusions can be drawn regarding the authenticity or non-authenticity of the Shroud and its related issues without further scientifically controlled data
obtained directly from the Shroud.
ASSIST protects the rights of individual members to hold divergent views.
No individual view published in "The ASSIST Newsletter" should be taken as representing the officially
sanctioned view of the ASSIST Organization.
ASSIST actively encourages the airing of multiple, divergent views about the Shroud.
ASSIST actively seeks peer review of all published and pre-publication materials.
Letters Policy for "The ASSIST Newsletter"
"The ASSIST Newsletter" invites letters from the membership and readership as a regular feature of its
communication function. News items, suggestions, questions, and responses to published material are welcome.
Letters to the editor should be typed and must fulfil the publication policy guidelines of the ASSIST Organization.
The editor reserves the right to return letters containing materials of an "emotional/explosive" nature for revision and
to edit letters chosen for publication.
Address Letters to the Editor to:
Mr. Thomas J. Flaherty
"The ASSIST Newsletter"
Box 91 James Way
Granite Springs, NY 10527
Membership Information for Readers of "The ASSIST Newsletter"
"The ASSIST Newsletter" will be published at least twice per year, to be increased as resources allow. Membership in the Friends of Shroud Research division of ASSIST is automatic upon receipt of your annual contribution
of $15 (North America)/ $18 (Overseas). Send checks, payable to "The ASSIST Newsletter," to Mr. Paul Maloney,
P.O. Box 334, Quakenown, PA 18951. Membership application forms for the ASSIST Investigations Group and the
ASSIST Associates divisions of ASSIST are available from Mr. Maloney. Also, please remember that the ASSIST
Organization depends on the tax-deductible contributions of its members and friends to meet basic operating costs.
Contributions are used to promote the contini1ing study of the Turin Shroud and are greatly appreciated.
ASSIST and The Paris Conference...(cont'd from p.1)
"Flax Cellulose: Characterization and Aging"
Dr. Jeanette M. Cardamone
"Flax cellulose fibers are characterized by specific chemical, physical, and mechanical propenies. The characterization of flax will be described with reference to the related
propenies of cotton and wood cellulose.
Propeny changes can affect cellulose fiber morphology
which is often examined as an indicator of change and which
in old fibers can be used to monitor condition and degradation or aging.
The implication of property and morphology changes for
the safe care, handling, and storage of linen fabric will be
described with reference to the aging process. The degradation agents which cause aging will be outlined along with
prescriptions from textile conservation research for arresting,
retarding, and reversing cellulose aging.
Finally, methods for nondestructive characterization and
analysis of aging will be discussed with reference to a recent
study of an ancient Israeli linen fragment from Sepphoris.
In considering the Shroud of Turin, we need to determine

the exact condition of it before recommending specific
methods for intervening in the causes of further degradation."
"Floral, Coin, and Other Non-Body Images on the Shroud of
Turin: A Summary"
'
Dr. Alan and Mrs. Mary Whanger
"On the Shroud of Turin are images of large numbers of
flowers and plants which closely resemble images that are
made by a coronal type of energy discharge. These images
are faint and generally of low contrast, and are of partially
wilted flowers and plants bunched together, which makes
them difficult to perceive without some photographic or
computer enhancement, or without a comparative template of
some sort. A number of these images, which may include
not only the flowers, but in some cases also buds, leaves,
stems, and fruit, can be recognized by comparing them with
botanical drawings.
We feel we have made tentative identification of28 of
these plants, which we have photographed in detail. Of these
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An Examination of the Eye Area on the
Yarbrough Trem~is In Comparison with the
Shroud

Vol. I, No. 2

also}. Note the lack of ears on both the Shroud face and on
the Yarbrough tremessis. The classic coin has developed
ears and the space between the face and the hair on both the
Shroud and Yarbrough tremessis has been filled in with the
beard on the classic coin.
We have therefore suggested that the Yarbrough tremissis
represents a primitive stage of development for the Justinian
II Type A. We further conclude that this evolution of the
Christ-Type A began on the fractional currency (tremissis),
continued onto the semissis (the semissis has no lower
eyelids) and reached full development on the solidus.
The photos below are enlarged left and right eye areas.
Note the defects in the cloth warp indicated by the '!A.~.
The engraver appears to have tried to duplicate not only the
"owl-like" eyes but also the defects in the weave connecting
them to the eyebrows.

Compare the Yarbrough temessis eye area with the same
area on the Shroud face. (See photograph on page 7). Note
the round eye dots. There are no eyelids. The classic coin
has eyelids. But note especially the line connecting the eye
dots on the coin to the eyebrows above. The engraver has
intentionally engraved these lines connecting the eye dots to
the brows. Why? If the Shroud face was his model there is
a ready explanation.
If the engraver worked his die looking directly at his
Shroud model then struck the coin, everything is in reverse.
The longer tuft of the split beard is to the left on the Shroud,
to the right on the coin (hence to the left on the coin die

Shroud Eye Area Image.
At left is the facial area of the
Shroud image. Note the vertical
lines inherent in the cloth
extending through the two eye
areas. The two photos above are
enlargements of these areas.
(Courtesy of the Holy'Shroud
Guild).

Right eye area: Again, there is a vertical line inherent in the Shroud
which corresponds to the strange line in the Yarbrough tremessis.
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A
Left eye area: Note the vertical defect in the Shroud weave and
compare with the markings on the Yarbrough ttemessis.

